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You used to love Reddit, but it's no longer fun. Jokes aren't funny, advice isn't helpful, and everyone is constantly fighting for inner drama or identity politics. At this point, I wouldn't blame you if you left Reddit forever. But before you do, I feel the need to tell you: it's within your power to make Reddit suck
less for yourself. It's just a matter of removing toxic communities from your subscriptions, and then replacing them with the communities you really like. Here are some tips I've found the job decently well. Step one: Develop your signal-to-noise ratio The first thing you need to do is think through what you
want from Reddit. Is it humor? Beautiful pictures? Interesting discussions? Links to articles? Keep in mind that what you think you want and what you really want can be two different things. What do you really click and what do you tend to scroll? Then think about the things you see in your feed but
absolutely hate. Anything to do with politics? Children's pictures? Do you memes about sports or other cultural stones you don't care about? Memes in general? Take note of these things too. Then, while browsing the site, try to discern which subreddits are giving you things you like, and which subreddits
aren't. It won't be a clear cut, some can give you a lot of things you like, others just a little bit. Find out what kind of relationship makes a subreddit worth it to you, and what kind of relationship isn't worth seeing all the garbage. This is subjective out of necessity. Only you can find out what constitutes good
and bad content for yourself, and what kind of relationship you're willing to endure. The point is to think about it instead of just subscribing to what sounds in your alley. Step two: Unsubscribe from low-quality Subreddits Reddit is as interesting as the subreddits you subscribe to, so the best way to avoid
nonsense is to unsubscribe from any subreddit that's full of it. You probably don't remember why you subscribed to all the communities you were a part of now. Maybe they were fun at the time. Maybe they were added to your subscriptions by default. Maybe accidentally when 9 you clicked Subscribe.
Whatever the reason, even large online communities can become terrible. Sometimes a community grows too fast, and the mix of people who made it unique drown. Sometimes a community becomes less relevant over time, and key taxpayers leave. And sometimes drama turns big communities into
ongoing screaming matches. Whatever the cause, this kind of rot usually happens slowly enough that you don't immediately realize that a certain subreddit has gone to shit. Eventually the sellers and Low-quality memes move, and a subreddit you used to enjoy is now flooding the gibberish on your
homepage, content that mostly scrolls forward while wondering why Reddit is no longer interesting. If any of this sounds familiar, it's time to Head to Reddit.com/reddits. In the right pane, you'll see a list of your subreddits: you can delete any community you're no longer enjoying by simply clicking
Unsubscribe right there. Alternatively, you can click individual subreddits to examine their current content. Look through, and see how many of the messages you really find interesting. Remember the things you like and don't like, then determine for yourself whether a particular community is meeting that
standard. If not, unsubscribe. Step three: Find other Subreddits that interest you So you have unsubscribed from a lot of subreddits; Now what? You might try to use the site as is for a while, or you could look for some new subreddits to follow instead. There are some great tools to do just that. First, go to
the Subreddit search on Reddit and look for some topics that interest you. Browse the first few pages of the subreddits you find; If the signal-to-noise ratio looks good, consider subscribing. To get an idea of which communities are currently growing, go to RedditList. You'll see which subreddits are
currently the most active, which may or may not be useful. We like the third column, which shows subreddits that are currently growing rapidly. Take a look at anyone who looks interesting, and subscribe if the signal-to-noise ratio looks good. Finally, you might consider taking a look at the Trend
Subreddits section in Reddit. This points to rising communities every day. If you see something that interests you, check it out. There's more you could do. Lots of sites have offered lists of subreddits that are worth taking a look at; I think this Gawker list is great, but you can probably find lists selected for
your specific interests by Googling. Just remember: Reddit is as good or as bad as your subscriptions. Photo credit: Eva Blue Image: Huy Phan/PexelsIn theory, we went out to find a relationship with which we want to follow. In practice, people go out for many different reasons, and it can be hard to find
out if you're on the same page as the person you're going out with. That's how Reddit's women make the call. In a thread started by u/tinykittymama in r/AskWomen, people shared their professional tips for dating in 2019, as it looks like we need to update the rules every year. The advice here is given and
oriented to people identified by women, of course, but much of the advice is quite applicable to everyone. That's how you decide if you want to keep seeing someone throughout the dating process. Don't ignore your instincts Always listen to your feelings about someone. This applies when you've been
seeing someone for a while, but it came up more around strangers outside dating apps or on first dates, as u/ModernLullaby says: In the last year when I was dating online, I wanted to give everyone a chance. I thought keeping an open mind is key to finding a satisfying relationship because I didn't want
to judge people based on their appearance and what they have on their profile. Now, there is a between being open-minded and just going on dates for the sake of going on dates. If you're not initially attracted to a person, trust your instinct and don't go out with them. The chances of you being attracted to
them are very slim afterwards. I can say 100%, I was not attracted to any kind that I did not find attractive initially before the date. Other black belts of the app, such as u/sixtyneeni, suggest taking precautions when you go on first dates, such as sharing your location with a friend and making sure the date
is low stakes, easy to get there, and easy to get out! You're in the middle of a date and all of a sudden you realize you've made a terrible mistake. This person... Read moreG/O Media can get a commissionSpecating your own limitsDando can be brutal; If you don't know anyone you like in a while, it can
be easy to question your own standards. Women are often threatened with eternal loneliness if they are too fussy, but as many commented, it's better to be alone than with someone who makes you feel bad or insecure. This may mean setting standards for who you meet, as u/kaseylegg
described:FaceTime required first before the date! So it's the game [over] if it happens. Save time. Although never in a million years someone before a first date, personally, I respect that this is someone's standard, and should also their date. Limits can also mean being clear about what you want with
someone you're dating, as u/smalldollparts explained:I'm chill myself, but I don't get cold when it comes to my feelings. I'm going to be ahead of that because my life has been so hurt. I told my boyfriend in advance that I don't like being and that talking like adults about things is the way to handle anything.
It's hard to set boundaries and move on with them because it's worrying that no one is there, but waiting for a guy who's as emotionally mature as you is better than squealing with 10 other kids. If you're not sure what your limits are, sit down and make a list of what your deal breakers are, then think about
why. Some may turn out not to be as important as you thought and you can let them go. The remaining ones will be even more important. If you want commitment, say it to some people who don't want to commit; if you do, why do you go out with them? If it's just for sex, well, I respect it, but at some point
you're going to have to chase what you really want to get it. Wise poster u/smalldollparts commented again, saying: Communicate your needs in advance and do not compromise being FWB if you want a relationship. Don't waste your time, there's only a lot of it. and you/DavidlikesPeace agreed with the
ladies: Guy here: this is so on point. I like labels. Let's label the problem. If a person doesn't like labels, it's often a that it's avoiding (by personality or circumstance, it doesn't matter if it affects you). Avoiders won't magically change because of the intimacy you throw at them. In fact, striving more often
Them. To reformulate, a person has to want to change to change. Nobody's going to trade for a person who finds it sticky or if they're already getting what they want. It's possible to get too strong too soon when you're meeting someone, but if they say they're not looking for anything serious and you're,
cutting the rope. This person is not for you. Communication is keyThis is the golden rule of all relationships: talk about a problem as soon as it becomes one, and assume nothing. The OP shared its own dating benchmarks, which include these highlights around what to communicate: until explicitly
confirmed, assume non-monogamy/non-exclusive.communicate, communicate, communicate. but even then prepare for disappointment. just because it makes it clear how you expect to be treated doesn't mean you'll be treated that way. at least you know you've made your rules clear, and if people can't
respect that, leave them gooooo.no be shy to ask about STD stories or request evidence of STD results. you'll be the only one who puts your health first, so hágalo.no assume you KNOW a person because they've been texting/talking for a few days. it is one thing to have them.in sense of one person,
another is to know to them.in world that is increasing more and more text-based, remember that actions still speak stronger words. We are not born knowing what we want, and what we want can change over time. Be honest with yourself, be honest with the person you're seeing and learn from the
process. Process.
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